Introduction
Intelligent transportation come into sight as one of the main solution to modern traffic pressure, gradually.Since 1868 the first traffic lights [1] , traffic lights development has the changes of the red and blue traffic lights, red and green traffic lights, red, yellow and green traffic lights, and now, the intelligent traffic lights .The main rule of red yellow and green traffic light which is widely used now is the vehicles can go straight and turn left when the light is green except there is a mandatory forbidding sign in front of the intersection. And the vehicles that turn left or right must let the straight road vehicles and pedestrians go first.The vehicles which in the motorway is not allowed to over the sidewalk when the light is red. Yellow light mean to wait,vehicles must slow down when the light is yellow, but the vehicle which is very close to stop line and can't park safely can enter the intersection. And the main function is through the different colors of light indicates the specification that vehicles and pedestrians through the intersection, to ensure the safe passage of vehicles and pedestrians.
Intelligent traffic light [2] theory is not only focus on ensure the orderly safe passage of vehicles and pedestrians with the same rules of ordinary traffic lights, more is control the waiting time intelligently in order to improve the traffic efficiency under the background of increasing traffic pressure,.
According to this principle,the main task of this paper is to design a intelligent traffic lights system which use the exhaustive service polling model. This system can adjust the mean time delay according to the arrive rate .To alleviate traffic pressure, and can save transportation resources.Through reasonable design the system function, the conversion of the red, yellow, green light have an accurate time interval which requires an automated and secure system to control .
Specific design
we design a traffic lights system which the timekeeping time during light can be adjusted intellectually according to the change of the traffic volume.Initial idea is to install photoelectric counter in all directions at the crossroads to count the vehicles, and then enter data into the computer central control system to analyze the data.The intersection traffic lights to ensure the safe passage of pedestrians and vehicles.There are red, green and yellow lights set up in each side .Red light means no thoroughfare, and green light means vehicles can thorough the intersection.There is yellow light for a few seconds when green to red , so that the vehicles could stop . In this system,the exhaustive service [3] be used in the two directions of the intersection.Means that the length of green light time in any road should conforms with the result which is calculated by the exhaustive service polling theory.On other word ,the length of red light time depend on anther direction's length of green light time.And there is one would never change over the traffic volume that is length of yellow light time.
The exhaustive service polling model of traffic lights intelligent control system
This traffic lights intelligent control system [8] is seem as a double queues single servers polling system. For practical purposes ,suppose, the direction of North and South is seen as a queue1 with the arrival rate of vehicles which is 1, so as the direction of East and West.The means the service rate [9] of the traffic light system. In this intelligent system is 0.5,mean there are one vehicle though the intersection during the 2s.The conversion rate [10] of traffic light system is the length of yellow light time in this system,and there =1 means that there are 4s yellow light. The mean time delay and the mean queue length of each queues is figured out by the exhaustive service polling model which is N=2. Apply this model to intelligent traffic lights control system,the mean time delay [11] of queue1 is the time of each vehicles waiting in North and South , can be calculated by the exhaustive service polling system under N=2.In order to keep the roads clear ,the road which has the more mean time delay need the longer green light time. So,the mean time delay in north and south ,we calculate, equal the time of green light in north and south. So as West and East .
Whenever the mean time delay were calculated greater than 100 seconds we set the green light time as 100 seconds. Whenever the mean time delay less than 100 seconds but longer than 10 seconds,the traffic lights would be controlled with the calculation results. The minimal green light time is 10 seconds.
Queuing model and operation mode
Assume that there are 2 roads in this intelligent traffic lights control system that using the exhaustive service polling system. And those 2 roads be serviced by the one traffic lights under the rules of exhaustive service polling system .System's logic loop service queuing model is shown in figure  1 .Because of the queuing system is discussed in this paper is under the discrete time state , so the time line divided according to the time slot =1 as the unit (concise analysis into consideration, take as unit time)
parametric hypothesis
(1)Each queues has the vehicles arrived into their queue space with independent and identically probability distribution at any time slot the distribution of probability generating function,the mean and variance are
(2)The random variable of query conversion time between the two queues is subject to a probability distribution which is mutually independent and identically distributed,the distribution of probability generating function,the mean and variance are J and
(3)The random variable of the time that each vehicles pass the crossroads is subject to a probability distribution which is mutually independent and identically distributed the distribution of probability generating function, The generating function of system state equation at can be defined as before :
calculate of
We can get the mean waiting time:
The simulation
The simulation calculation and theoretical calculation take the same parameters . And in those simulation diagrams,we set the vertical axis narrows 10 times.
the horizontal axis load is ȡ=ȕȜ ,and ȡ is proportional to the arrival rate Ȝ.In this paper, we set the service rate ȕ=0.5,means there are one vehicle though the intersection during the 2s.
In theory,whenever ȡ=1 means this system would be on the brink of collapse.But in this paper, we set the maximum waiting time is 100s so the ȡ have to less than 0.4 .On other words ,the Ȝ have to less than 0.8 means there are 8 vehicles though the intersection during the 10s.
The Fig3 and Fig4 reflect the theoretical value and the simulation values are the same.In those two diagrams we can find that the mean queue length and the mean time delay are proportional to load.Compare exhaustive service and gate service we can find that the mean queue length and the mean time delay of exhaustive service is shorter than the mean queue length and the mean time delay of gate service with the same system load or the same arrive rate (Because ȡ is proportional to the Ȝ),.The shorter mean queue length and the shorter mean time delay mean that the shorter green light time be needed with the same 02013-p.3 vehicles arrive rate.So the intelligent traffic lights control system which use the exhaustive service polling system is better than the system which use gate service. 
Conclusions
Different road has different arrival rate .In order to improve the road capacity, a intelligent control system is necessary in today.Though the exhaustive service polling system,we find the relationship that the the longer mean time delay because of the higher arrive rate.In the intelligent traffic light control system ,the longer mean time delay means should set longer green light time to keep the road open.Different time has different arrive rate ,in order to improve the road capacity,the time of traffic light has to adjust intellectually according to the arrive rate. The intelligent traffic light control system which use the exhaustive service polling system can keep the shorter waiting time with the same arrive rate.So this system can relieve the traffic congestion,improve the capacity of intersectio ns.
